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Bronx Democrat, and other ing a refugee because tin
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iza have been prevented by the tion. Yet, despite the best of

- government from leaving, intentions, millions continue

low Deprived of their means of to suffer.

- livelihood, and many of them In the Mid East, of course,

are imprisoned, their plight is the refugee problem' can be
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to that of the Arab refugees, overall peace settlement,
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United States has quite a greatest living authorities

stake in all this. The con- - world refugee problems, hi
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taxpayers over the years War II there have been

has been over $450 million- - million refugees in the wor
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dark places, and hope into human heats," said Mrs "
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Michael Shapiro, International President of B'nai B'rith T
I I I 1 K H ?men- inching a national project on behalf of over
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V4 X 1 M. M.M.M. 1300 American prisoners of war held incommunicado

and under barbaric conditions by Hanoi, in violation of

Tl Geneva Conventions.
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WASHINGTON (WNS) - President Nixon has express- -
M. M.L ed his thanks to Israeli Premier Golda Meir for her let-

ter
congratulating the President on "his meaningfiil

1 A speech" on Vietnam. She said the President's speech
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"contains much that encourages and stregthen freedom- -
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struchonist Rabbinial College. The Institute, known as
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V nUl ICKIV the Abraham, Mollie and Anna Goodman Institute for Con- -

I . J temporary Jewish Civilization, will provide the fifth year

I Ot04H of the coe curriculum for students at the college. J
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BONN (WNS) As West German voters prepare to go

VYMLIVCK U U K.KJ . to the polls next month in another test of German demo- -
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cmcy, two reports indicate that Nazi followers and myths

CI Y T ':n?er in the hearts and minds of many Germans. A Ger- -

I man pastor whobanned the word "hallelujah" from his ser- -

gagJr vices in 1939 because of its Hebrew origin in the number

I one candidate of the ultra National Democratic
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Party (NPD)in next month's elections from Lower Saxony.
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